Furness Railway Wagon Co. LSWR Refrigerated van

LSWR/SR/BR Refrigerated Van
Requires Wheels, Paint and
Transfers to Complete

Furness Railway Wagon Co. LSWR Refrigerated van

Body Construction

1. Take the end castings (part1) and
drill out holes for the buffers,
coupling hooks and hand rails.
2. Attach the ends to the floor
chassis/floor (part 2)

3. Attach the Sides (part3) to the
floor end assembly. There is a little
extra length in the side to cope with
shrinkage so they may require
trimming slightly to fit.

4. Fit the buffer guides (part4)
to the assembly
5. Once the glue has hardened
you will need to run a 2.5mm
drill down hole in the buffer
guide.
6. Fold up the ladders (part 5) and solder the wire into the holes.
Then fit ladder to the left hand side of each end
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7. You now need to
attach the ladders,
strapping and sole
bar (part 6)

8. Now Bend up had rails from the brass wire
and fit as shown
9. Next fit the vacuum brake pipes (part 7)
and lamp brackets (part 8)to the ends of the
vans

Buffer Assembly
10. Attach the links (part 9) to the coupling hook (part
10)
11. Slide the hook assembly through the hole in the
buffer beam.
12. Drill a 0.8mm hole in the end of each of the buffer
heads (part 11)
13. Now slide the
buffers through
the holes in the
guides
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14. Next take a piece of spring wire (part12) and trim to length
15. Now push the wire through the hole in the coupling hook that is
closest to the buffer beam then through one of the holes drilled in
one of the buffer heads. Then push the wire back and in to the hole
in the other buffer head.
16. Repeat for the other end of the wagon.

Brass Sub frame
17. Take the rocker plate (part 13) and
fold up the tags.
18. Next take the brass etch for the
fixed sub frame (part 14) and punch
out the rivets and open out the bearing
holes so to allow you to fit the bearing
of you chosen wheel sets and then fold
up
19. Then take the non-rocking sub frame
(part14) and repeat steps 17 and 18.
20.
Attach the brake pivot arms (part 16) to the underside of the
sub frames
21. Now take the brake block
supports (part 17) and
open up the holes with a
0.5mm drill and then fold
up. You will need 8 of
them.
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22.

Next attach the brake

block supports to the sub
frames using the slots.
23.

Now take the cast brake

blocks (part 18) and drill out the
holes the larger hole is 1mm and
the small one is 0.5mm.
24.

Next, using some of the

0.5mm wire attach each of the
brake blocks to the brake block
supports.
25.

Attach the brake pull

rods (parts 19 and 20) to the
assemblies note there are long
and short pull rods so make
sure that you put the correct
on each side.
26.
Now fit you chosen
wheels into the assemblies.
27.

You can now close attach

the ends to the pull rods to the
pivot arms
28.
Next attach the axle
boxes (part 21) over the ends
of the bearings.
29.

Finally take the rocking plate and slot the rocking sub frame

onto it. This increases the amount of movement a small piece of
scrape cam be added to the rocking plate to increase the gap.
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Roof
30.
Take the roof (part
22) and Using some of the
scrap brass from the etch
cut 4 strips 5mm by 15mm
and attach these to the
ends as shown. These make
the lids to the ice boxes.

Final assembly
31. Take the Axle/brake assemblies and fit them on to the bottom of
the van. If you
require the rocking
axle to rock then
you will need to add
some packing to
this end other than
that attach the
spring to the sole
bars for a rigid
chassis.
32. Next take to the
brake "V" hangers
(part23) and attach to
the back of the sole bar.
Note if only one hand
brake is to be fitted
then this goes slightly
off centre towards the left had side of the van. If fitting two hand
brake levers then these go centrally.
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33.

Now fold up the brake ratchets (Part 24) and then attach to

the outside of the sole bar
34.

Next fit the brake levers (part 25)

35.

Lastly fit the roof to the van.
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History
The LSWR built 400 of these vans between 1892 and 1912 in the
company's own works at Eastleigh to two diagrams. The difference being
1½ inches on the width of the van.
Most of these vans were built with vacuum brakes and 3ft5 wheels.
However a small number of these wagon were fitted with both vacuum and
Westinghouse air brakes and these were fitted with 3ft1 wheels.
(Westinghouse pipes are not supplied with the kit)
Initially these vans were painted in the standard LSWR brown livery with
white lettering. However it was found that the ice was melted to fast so
from1907 they were repainted in a light pink livery with dark red
lettering. How long it took for them all to be repainted is not sure but it
could be up to 5 years. There is a photograph in Southern Wagons Vol1
(page43) of a train of these vans taken in 1910 and all bar 1 of the vans
are still in their original brown livery.
During World War 1 50 of these vans were loaned to the War Dept. in
1914 and numbered WD1-50. Unfortunately six were destroyed during the
conflict and only 42 were returned in 1922. During this time these vans
would have been repainted in War Dept. livery of Khaki. No known photos
have been found of these vans in this livery but it is suspected that it
would have been similar to the LSWR banana van that were bought from
the LSWR at the same time and shown in the photograph in Southern
Wagons Pictorial (page 31).
394 of these vans were still running in 1923 to be taken over by the
Southern Railway. Initially the only change to these vans was the change
lettering. However from about 1930 the base colour was changed to a
buff and some vans gained black lettering. From 1935 some of the vans
were converted to being insulated by having their ice boxes and ladders
removed. Also from about the same time the duel fitted vans had their
Westinghouse brakes removed. Those vans that changed to Insulated vans
were given the diagrams 1464 and 1465
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Withdrawals started in the late 1930's however 224 vans pasted to
British Railways following on from Nationalization in 1947. Numbers were
further reduced further in the 1950's leaving 5 vans to diagram 1462 and
one to diagram1465 in 1961.
Running numbers
Dia 1461
o

1893 LSWR 9422-9441, SR 50001-50017

o

1899 LSWR 12389-12413,SR 50018-50041

o

1900 LSWR 12594-12618, SR 50042-50065

o

1900-01 LSWR 12619-12643, SR 50066-50090

Dia 1462
o

1900-01LSWR 13144-13193, SR 50091-50140

o

1904-06 LSWR13626-13705, SR 50141-50216

o

1907 LSWR 13706-13755, SR 50220-50269

o

1908-09 LSWR 13781-13855, SR 50270-50344

o

1911-12 LSWR 14107-14156, SR50345-50394

Known British Railways Numbers and withdrawal dates
o

Dia.1461: 50089 (1950), 50069 (1952)

o

Dia. 1464: (exDia1461) 50086 (1948); 50044 (1951); 50058 (1951); 50085
(1951); 50069 (1952); 50066 (1953); 50079 (1953); 50088 (1954)

o

Dia.1462: 50175 (1955); 50098 (1956); 50163 (1956); 50238 (1956);
50130 (1957); 50146 (1957); 50178 (1957); 50268 (1957); 50313 (1957);
50369 (1957); 50394 (1957); 50189 (not known)

o

Dia.1465 (ex-Dia.1462): 50285 (1951); 50234 (1954); 50166 (1955);
50344(1957); 50366 (1957)
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Liveries
1893-1907
Body colour was LSWR wagon brown with white letters. Pre 1900 iron work
would have been picked out in black. Post 1900 iron work might have been picked
out but this was quite rare. Black running gear.
1907-23
Body colour changed to Shrimp pink sole bar remained in LSWR wagon Brown.
Lettering changed to dark red letters although style and position didn’t change.
Running gear was black from the sole bar down.
1923-27
As LSWR, 1907-23, but the lettering changed to show the name of the new
company
1930-36
Background colour changed from pink to light stone or Buff and some of the
vans had black lettering applied
1936-48
Size of the letter reduced to 3 inches and relocated to the bottom plank on the
left hand side. Some vans were repainted red oxide during the war

Paint and transfers
LSWR wagon brown is available from Phoenix paints ref P91
LSWR Shrimp pink is available from Model Color Paints as Ref 70.803 Brown
Rose
SR light stone/Buff is available from Phoenix paints ref P92
LSWR lettering is available in both white and red from POWsides Ref S452
states red but white can be requested at no extra charge
SR transfers for both the refrigerated and the insulated vans are available
from Powsides ref S403 and S405
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LSWR/SR/BR Refrigerated Van
Checklist
1. 2x side castings
2. 2x End castings
3. 1x etched roof
4. 1x strapping etch
5. 4x axle box and spring assemblies
6. 4x buffer guides
7. 4x buffer heads
8. 2x vacuum pipes
9. 8x brake blocks
10. 2x brake "V"s
11. 2x brake ratchets
12. 2x brake levers
13. 2x coupling hooks
14. 4x Lamp brackets
15. 6x coupling links
16. Spring wire
17. Brass wire

